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Nitrogen vacancy diamonds have emerged as sensitive solid-state magnetic field sensors capable of producing
diffraction limited and sub-diffraction field images. Here, for the first time, to our knowledge, we extend those
measurements to high-speed imaging, which can be readily applied to analyze currents and magnetic field
dynamics in circuits on a microscopic scale. To overcome detector acquisition rate limitations, we designed
an optical streaking nitrogen vacancy microscope to acquire two-dimensional spatiotemporal kymograms.
We demonstrate magnetic field wave imaging with micro-scale spatial extent and ∼400 μs temporal resolution.
In validating this system, we detected magnetic fields down to 10 μT for 40 Hz magnetic fields using single-shot
imaging and captured the spatial transit of an electromagnetic needle at streak rates as high as 110 μm/ms. This
design has the capability to be readily extended to full 3D video acquisition by utilizing compressed sensing
techniques and a potential for further improvement of spatial resolution, acquisition speed, and sensitivity.
The device opens opportunities to many potential applications where transient magnetic events can be isolated
to a single spatial axis, such as acquiring spatially propagating action potentials for brain imaging and remotely
interrogating integrated circuits. © 2022 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.455634

1. INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen vacancies (NVs) are fluorescent point defects com-
posed of a substitutional nitrogen located adjacent to a vacancy
within a diamond carbon lattice that can optically measure
small-scale magnetic field fluctuations through the Zeeman ef-
fect [1]. NV implanted diamonds have emerged as effective
solid-state magnetic field sensors with applications spanning
physics, biomedical science, and geology [2–6]. Due to the
atomic scale of each NV color center, ensembles of NVs as thin
layers embedded in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) dia-
monds can produce detailed diffraction limited and sub-
diffraction images of spin projected magnetic fields [7,8].
The rigid tetrahedral diamond geometry results in NVs having
one primary and three secondary sensing axes, each capable of
measuring projected components of the local field potential [9].
As such, NV centers can accurately and repeatably detect field
magnitude and orientation.

NV utility in biomedical applications has been demon-
strated through detection of magnetic fields during stimulated
neural signaling in living organisms, mapping of magnetic field
strength and orientation in magnetotactic bacteria, tagging
in vivo functional groups with NV fluorescent probes, and
real-time cellular temperature measurement, both in vitro and
in living organisms [10–14]. This proliferation of biomedical
applications is enabled by the inherent biocompatibility of dia-
mond, along with demonstrated long spin and coherence life-
times and magnetic field sensitivities of ∼15 pT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
at room

temperature [10].
Magnetic field sensing dynamics can be understood from a

simplified NV model that assumes four primary electronic
states populated by electrons with magnetic spin-states ms �
f0, � 1, − 1g [15]. Under 532 nm illumination, NVs undergo
a spin-preserving radiative transition from an 3A2 orbital-singlet
and spin-triplet ground state to an excited orbital-doublet and
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spin-triplet 3E emitting broadband fluorescence with a wave-
length range of 600–800 nm. A secondary spin-polarizing
non-radiative pathway from 3E to 3A2 consists of twometastable
singlet states 1A1 and 1E, which preferentially converts electrons
withms � �1 toms � 0. By applying radio frequency (RF) en-
ergy around 2.87 GHz, electrons withms � 0 can be externally
converted to ms � �1, verified by a decrease in fluorescence
intensity, which localizes the spin states. In the presence
of a magnetic field B, Zeeman splitting of the degenerate
ms � �1 electrons causes the RF necessary to localize each spin
state to be offset from 2.87 GHz by �γB, where γ is the gyro-
magnetic ratio of the NV center. Magnetic field intensity can
therefore be related to the RF dependent variations in fluores-
cence intensity, a process known as optically detectablemagnetic
resonance (ODMR) [16].

While there is much interest in NV sensors for magnetic
field imaging, transitioning to high-speed micro-scale video re-
cording has been slow. Trade-offs among camera cost, spatial
resolution, and frame rate place strict constraints on research
progress [17]. While inexpensive high-speed cameras do exist,
they typically have low bit-depth and dynamic range. High
read-out rates also increase read noise, which has a pronounced
effect on low photon count imaging such as high-speed quan-
tum sensing. Full resolution acquisition rates for modern sci-
entific-grade complementary metal–oxide semi-conductor
(sCMOS) cameras typically do not exceed 30–100 frames
per second (fps) [18]. The frame rate can be increased by re-
stricting the region of interest (ROI); however, for the particu-
lar sCMOS used in experiments, the smallest ROI (2048 × 40)
corresponds to a frame rate of 850 fps (or 1.2 ms frame-to-
frame interval). Many bioelectric cellular processes occur of
the order of a few milliseconds, making sub-millisecond mag-
netometry with micro-scale spatial resolution highly desirable
[19,20]. Sub-ms magnetometry could also find applications in
analyzing fast integrated circuits, which has been mostly limited
to temporally integrated information [7,21].

To overcome detector acquisition rate limitations, we
designed an optical streaking NV microscope that uses a
galvo-scanner to generate two-dimensional (2D) spatiotempo-
ral kymograms. Optical streaking generates kymograms by the
spatial translation of an image focused on the focal plane array
of a camera using a galvo-mirror. While optical systems can
capture full 2D spatial images, spatial translation can result
in overlap between adjacent time steps. As such, the spatial ex-
tent of the images is restricted along the streak axis using a spa-
tial mask. This procedure trades spatial information in one
dimension for a six-fold increase in temporal resolution without
significantly modifying standard laboratory microscopes. The
design includes a software toggle to switch between full frame
imaging and streak imaging to avoid limiting our general-
purpose microscope to optical streaking. Here we demonstrate
single-snapshot kymographic imaging of highly dynamic and
spatially varying micro-scale magnetic fields by combining op-
tical streaking with continuous-wave ODMR (cw-ODMR).
We demonstrate magnetic field imaging with sub-millisecond
resolution by capturing the spatial transit of a micro-scale
electromagnet moving laterally across the NV sensor, while si-
multaneously modulating the electromagnet current in time.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Optical Streaking Concept
Optical streaking involves the direct encoding of discrete time
intervals by translation to spatial positions on a camera sensor.
The optical streaking microscope can be understood as a linear
operation that transforms an intensity map at the sample plane
of the imaging system into a streaked digital image [22].

As seen in Fig. 1, the intensity map at the microscope’s sam-
ple plane is imaged to a narrow spatial aperture placed at the
primary image plane, which reduces the extent of the image
along a single spatial dimension. The reduced image is linearly
separated by optical streaking via a galvo-scanning mirror to
encode time as a function of spatial position, then reimaged

Fig. 1. Intensity map (A) at the sample plane of a collection optic (B) is imaged to a narrow spatial mask (C) at the primary image plane.
Individual colors indicate time steps. The mask constrains a single spatial dimension before the reduced intensity map is re-imaged to a detector
by a 4f telescope (D). A galvo-scanner (E) at the telescope’s Fourier plane provides a constant velocity streaking operator, separating temporal
information as a function of spatial position. The reduced and streaked scene is then imaged to the camera sensor (F) by the second 4f telescope
lens where the information is encoded and digitized as a kymogram (G). Spatial masking minimizes the overlap between adjacent time steps on the
detector after optical streaking. An example of an optically streaked sinusoidal magnetic field is displayed with corresponding y − t spatiotemporal
coordinates. While results demonstrated below focus on microscopy, this general concept can be readily adapted to many imaging systems.
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to the camera sensor. Spatial reduction, accomplished by the
aperture, minimizes the amount of overlap between temporally
unique data at the detector. The camera sensor encodes the
streaked data from the entire temporal exposure window into
a single pixel-space image.

B. Optical System
An NV optical streaking magnetometer was designed around
a laboratory-built widefield fluorescence microscope. A simpli-
fied CAD model of this system is provided in Fig. 2.
Continuous optical excitation at 532 nm was provided by a
frequency-doubled diode pumped solid-state Nd:YVO4 laser
(Compass 415M, Coherent) with a Gaussian beam profile pro-
viding approximately 3.7 kW cm−2 at the sample plane. A
380 μm diameter spot �1∕e2� was illuminated at the NV dia-
mond sensor by focusing a collimated beam to the back focal
plane of a 10× 0.28 NA long working distance objective (OBJ)
(10× M Plan APO, Mitotuyo) with a 250 mm plano–convex
lens (L1). Fluorescence was separated from the source illumi-
nation with a 540 nm long-pass dichroic mirror (DM) (LP03-
532RU-25, Semrock) and a subsequent 650 nm long-pass filter
(LPF) (FEL0650, Thorlabs). Free-space projection of the

primary image plane formed by an apochromatic tube lens with
200 mm focal length (L2) to an sCMOS detector (Dhyana
95 v1, Tucsen) was accomplished using a 1.5× relay telescope
consisting of a 100 mm (L3) and 150 mm (L4) achromat with a
galvo-scanning mirror (GS) (GVS002, Thorlabs) located at the
telescope’s Fourier plane. A mechanical slit (MS) was used to
balance temporal resolution and optical throughput. All images
were acquired with the sCMOS high dynamic range (HDR)
mode and 2 × 2 pixel binning.

C. Magnetic Field Detection
Magnetic field detection was achieved by cw-ODMR [23,24].
A continuous 2.874 GHz� 7 dBm RF sine wave was gener-
ated by a SynthNV PRO (Windfreak, LLC) and amplified by
�45 dB (ZHL-16W-43�, Mini-Circuits). A 50Ω coplanar
microstrip antenna etched into a two-layer printed circuit board
(PCB) was used to couple the RF signal to a 5 mm × 5 mm ×
1 mm NV diamond sensor. The sample consisted of an epitax-
ial CVD layer grown on (100) high-pressure high-temperature
(HPHT) low N concentration diamond substrate (<50 ppb
N) from New Diamond Technology (Russia). The growth con-
ditions were as follows: pressure 130 Torr, microwave power
1200 W, CH4 concentration in H2 carrier gas 3.5% (7 sccm),
with total flow of 200 sccm. The sample was doped by nitrogen
from a N2 (1%)–H2 gas mixture and co-doped with phospho-
rus from PH3 (1000 ppm)–H2 gas mixture sources. The
N2–H2 mixture flow was adjusted to the CH4 flow (7 sccm)
and PH3–H2 mixture flow was 10 times higher to compensate
for the lower P incorporation ratio, targeting ∼5 ppm concen-
tration of N and P in the grown layer. The growth substrate
temperature was 900°C and the final thickness of the layer
was 8 μm, using approximately 1 μm/h growth rate.
Neither post irradiation nor annealing was performed on the
sensor. Imaging was accommodated by routing the microstrip
line around a 2 mm window drilled through the PCB. The thin
NV layer was positioned distal to the RF antenna and illumi-
nated through the back face of the diamond. Continuous mon-
itoring of the RF control signal was facilitated by a USB
spectrum analyzer (SA0314, RF Instruments).

D. Hardware and Timing Control
Figure 3 shows the simplified hardware and connection
diagram for the optical streaking system. System timing was
synchronized by a rising edge delivered to an externally trig-
gered digital pulse/delay generator (PGEN) (DG535, Stanford
Research Systems) via a data acquisition (DAQ) card (National
Instruments) controlled by custom LabVIEW software. The
timing diagram in Fig. 3 shows the pulse control protocol for
a single kymograph acquisition. Each waveform in the timing
diagram is vertically offset and referenced to a common voltage
V ref for improved readability. The red PGEN timing signal
shows the TTL voltage sent to trigger the galvo-scanner voltage
ramp and magnetic modulation at the function generator
(DG1022Z, Rigol). Both the blue magnetic sinusoidal field
and green galvo-scanner ramp voltages were set to burst mode
on the function generator. A second pulse beginning at tH and
ending at tL was calibrated to coincide with the galvo-scanner
ramp voltages V H and V L, such that an image of the narrowed
slit intersected the left and right sensor edges at each voltage,

Fig. 2. NV optical streaking magnetometer designed around a
widefield fluorescence microscope is depicted. A 532 nm laser (green)
was focused to the back focal plane of a long working distance objective
(OBJ) by a plano–convex lens (L1). NV fluorescence (red) was sepa-
rated from the source by a dichroic mirror (DM) and a long-pass filter
LPF.TheNVdiamond sensor (NVD)wasmounted on a printed circuit
board with a co-planar microstrip RF antenna loop (RFA). An optical
window at the center of the RF antenna allowed for illumination and
fluorescence collection. A field coil (FC) was centered on the NV sensor
such that spatially uniformmagnetic fields could be generated. Spatially
varying magnetic fields were generated with a permalloy electromag-
netic needle (EM) wrapped with a coil fixed to a rotational mount.
To reduce the amount of overlap between adjacent time steps, a
mechanical slit (MS) was positioned at the primary image plane formed
by the tube lens (L2). Optical streaking was achieved with a galvo-
scanner (GS) positioned at the Fourier plane of a 4f telescope (L3
and L4) coupling the primary image plane to the detector (CMOS).
Cylindrical beams and conic focal points are depicted to differentiate
between infinity space and image planes, respectively. Components
were not drawn to scale to assist with visibility of the optical path.
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respectively. The width of the second timing pulse controlled
the camera exposure duration and length of the magnetic field
burst interval, texp. The time T represents half of the period of a
triangle waveform sent to drive the galvo controller. The second
half of the period returns the galvo mirror to the starting posi-
tion prior to each acquisition. The magnetic modulation was
sent to drive both the electromagnetic needle coil and the larger
coil used for sensitivity analysis.

E. Electromagnet Fabrication
Electromagnets were manufactured by acid etching 1 mm
Permalloy 80 wire (KND1564, ESPI Metals) in an 8:7:5 ratio
by volume solution of phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, and DI
water, respectively [25]. The Permalloy 80 consisted of 80%
nickel, 5% molybdenum, and 15% iron. Stock solutions of
85% (wt/wt) phosphoric acid and 95% (wt/wt) sulfuric acid
were mixed with DI water and transferred to a 10 mL glass vial.
Etching was accomplished by electrolysis with the permalloy
wire as the cathode and a filed steel nail as the anode. Sections
cut from 200 μL Eppendorf pipette tips were used to protect
permalloy surfaces not being etched as outlined in Ref. [25].
Voltage was applied, starting with 6 V DC for coarse etching,
and reduced to 3 V DC once the exposed wire had visibly nar-
rowed. The acid solution was reused to produce several needles;
however, etching time was adjusted to account for increasing salt
concentration. The coil was then wound with 44 American wire
gauge (AWG) copper magnet wire until the coil was approxi-
mately 18 mm in length and had a resistance of 50Ω. The
tip size was verified by comparison to a standard 1951 USAF
resolution target via a bright-field microscope.

F. Minimum Detectable Field Analysis
The minimum detectable magnetic field sensitivity was evalu-
ated by applying continuous illumination and RF coupling to

the NV diamond. The sensor was centered both axially and
radially on a large 9 cm diameter field coil designed to approxi-
mate uniform magnetic field intensity across the field of view.
Streak images were acquired with a 225 ms exposure duration
at 110 μm/ms (5 pix/ms) streak rate at the camera sensor veri-
fied with an optical chopper wheel. A mechanical slit at the
primary image plane was adjusted to provide an image ∼10 μm
wide at the camera sensor to balance optical throughput and
temporal resolution. ODMR plots were acquired by sweeping
the RF from 2830 to 2910 MHz in 0.5 MHz steps and then
calculating the average intensity across the resulting streak at
each frequency with no applied magnetic field modulation.
A static bias magnetic field was applied with a neodymium
magnet positioned near the NV diamond surface to induce suf-
ficient spin-state separation resulting in two distinct Lorentzian
peaks. A 40 Hz sinusoidal voltage was applied to the field coil to
produce roughly 50 μT root mean square (RMS). The field
intensity was determined by an on-axis magnetic field calcula-
tion using the coil’s measurements [26]. An LCR meter (DE-
5000, DER EE) was used to verify that the coil resistance and
inductance met design specifications. With the sinusoidal field
applied, the RF was again swept from 2830 to 2910 MHz in
0.5 MHz steps to determine the frequencies with optimal mag-
netic field response. Prior to each signal measurement, the
sinusoidal field was turned off and a background streak was
acquired without an applied field. We calculated the RMS field
intensity IRMS as the standard deviation of the signal acquired
by the camera to compensate for the positive DC signal offset.
The signal and background streak image replicates were
averaged separately, averaged background streak images were
subtracted from the averaged signal streak images, spatial com-
ponents (image rows) of the difference streak image were aver-
aged to produce intensity profile versus time plots, a bandpass

Fig. 3. (Left) Simplified block diagram demonstrating the streak control system. A PC data acquisition card provided the TTL signal to start the
PGEN and serial communications with the RF generator. System timing was provided by a digital PGEN through TTL signals sent to trigger the
camera and a function generator. Magnetic field and ramp voltages were output from the function generator to the magnetic field coil and galvo-
scanner, respectively. Continuous RF was amplified before being coupled to the NV diamond by a coplanar microstrip antenna loop. (Right) The
optical streak system timing diagram is shown for a single acquisition period T . Each waveform in the timing diagram is offset and referenced to a
common voltage V ref for improved readability. (Red) “Galvo and Camera Timing” TTL pulse sequence output by the digital pulse/delay generator
to initiate the galvo-mirror ramp and trigger the camera. The initial pulse starts the “Galvo-scanner Ramp” voltage (green) at the function generator.
The width of the second pulse texp sets the acquisition time of the streak image. (Blue) Magnetic field control voltage output by the function
generator triggered by the second TTL pulse. The magnetic field output is triggered by the rising edge of the pulse sent to trigger the camera.
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filter was applied with 20 and 60 Hz corner frequencies at a
sampling rate equal to the streak rate, and the RMS of each
resulting filtered profile plot was calculated with Eq. (1):

IRMS �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN
n�1

jI t − Ī t j2
vuut : (1)

In Eq. (1), I t is the intensity at each discrete time interval,
and N is the number of time intervals across the streak profile.
The imaged positive offset from the sinusoidal signal was re-
moved by subtracting the average intensity Ī t. The RF gener-
ator was set to 2874 MHz, which was found to coincide with
the maximum RMS field intensity. RMS magnetic field mea-
surements were acquired from 0 to 50 μT by adjusting the volt-
age across the field coil.

G. Optical Streaking NV Magnetometry
To demonstrate acquisition of both spatial and sub-millisecond
temporal information within a single snapshot, an optically
streaked sinusoidal magnetic field was measured from a spa-
tially translating permalloy electromagnetic needle tip. The
needle was fixed to a piezo-electric rotation mount such that the
needle axis was orthogonal to the plane of the diamond. A serial
trigger sent to the rotation mount translated the needle along
the spatial axis of the NV diamond at a rate of ∼1 μm∕ms,
while a 40 Hz sinusoidal voltage was applied to the electromag-
net control coil wrapped around the needle. Kymograms were
acquired at a streak rate of 5 pixel/ms with a 225 ms exposure
verified with an optical chopper wheel. A mechanical slit was
placed at the primary image plane and closed to produce an
∼10 μm wide field of view to balance temporal resolution
and optical throughput. Optically detected magnetic resonance
was detected under continuous 532 nm illumination and con-
tinuous RF coupling at 2874 MHz.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Magnetic Field Optimization and Sensitivity
Analysis
An optimization and magnetic sensitivity analysis was per-
formed to demonstrate the NV sensor’s ability to detect sinus-
oidal magnetic field modulations during optical streaking [27].
A neodymium bias magnet was positioned near the sensor to
ensure that the weak sinusoidal fields would overcome the
8–9 MHz of splitting exhibited by the NV sensor under zero-
field conditions. A small amount of splitting in the ms � �1
spin states is common under low to zero-field conditions,
attributable to lattice strain [28,29], paramagnetic impurities,
charge dynamics, and NV–NV dipolar interactions within the
local environment surrounding NV spin centers [30].

Streak images were obtained while scanning the RF from
2830 to 2910 MHz with a slit width of ∼10 μm. An
ODMR plot of the average intensity across each streak as a
function of RF can be seen in Fig. 4A. Results indicate the bias
magnet produced roughly 17 MHz of Zeeman splitting be-
tween peaks, which is sufficient to measure sinusoidal fields less
than 50 μT RMS (Fig. 4D). The nearly 10% fluorescence con-
trast can be attributed to a non-linear gain introduced by the
sCMOS in HDRmode. The ODMR was re-acquired using the

sCMOS low gain mode, which demonstrates that the actual
contrast of the sample was less than 4%. Operating in low gain
mode also resulted in a larger measurement error that we attrib-
ute to the decrease in slope of the ODMR curve. Since the
optical streaking mechanism is independent of magnetometry,
future improvements in magnetometry do not detract from the
increased temporal resolution of the streaking method. The ad-
ditional contrast provided by HDR mode does increase SNR;
therefore, it may be useful to correct for non-linearity and con-
tinue to use the technique, with the caveat that any quantitative
measurements must be validated against well-characterized field
sources to ensure accuracy.

Streak magnetic sensitivity was then optimized by perform-
ing a subsequent frequency sweep under an applied 40 Hz spa-
tially uniform sinusoidal field. Profile plots of the normalized
average intensity across each streak image were calculated
(Fig. 4B) for each RF.

Figure 4C shows four RMS maxima that roughly coincide
with the steepest tangent lines to the ODMR plot. The RMS
amplitude of the intensity profiles at each RF was calculated
using Eq. (1). It is to be expected that small changes in the
Zeeman splitting bandwidth caused by magnetic field modu-
lation would produce the maximum change in fluorescence
intensity at these points. The vertical dashed red line at
2874 MHz indicates the RF with the best sensitivity to sinus-
oidal field oscillations. While it is possible, and quite common,
to determine the optimal RF from the derivative of the ODMR
curve in Fig. 4A, determining the optimal sensitivity from the
RMS intensity provides validation for the optical streaking
method [31].

The sinusoidal magnetic field profile in Fig. 4B and all field
measurements that follow were acquired at 2874MHz. A linear
response was observed for magnetic field intensities down to
approximately 10 μT (Fig. 4D), demonstrating an approxi-
mately linear trend in RMS intensity with respect to decreasing
magnetic field strength over the observed range.

B. Optical Streaking NV Magnetometry
Our system was designed to capture sub-millisecond diffraction
limited magnetic field variations of spatially propagating phe-
nomena. As a validation, a chemically sharpened electro-
magnetized permalloy needle tip was mechanically translated
near the surface of the NV diamond during image acquisition.

Figure 5A shows a 50% transparent image of a standard
1951 USAF resolution test target registered with an image
of the needle taken with a bright-field microscope immediately
after streak acquisition. The needle tip was placed adjacent to
the horizontal bars of group 3 element 3 with a known width of
49.6� 0.5 μm, such that the diameter of the tip can be ob-
served as ∼50 μm.

The magnetic field profile from the needle placed adjacent
to the diamond (Fig. 5B) was acquired with the slit open, nee-
dle stationary, and 50 μT DC applied field. An image of the
background intensity map without an applied field to the nee-
dle was subtracted to resolve the magnetic profile of the needle
and the surrounding solenoidal field. Regions of positive con-
trast resulting from fields produced by the needle are found
close to the needle tip, while negative contrast regions distant
from the needle are due to the opposite orientation of the
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solenoidal field lines. The sharp drop-off in the magnetic field
appears to correlate well with the ∼50 μm diameter from the
test target measurement.

Background-subtracted lateral motion of the electromagnet
at ∼1 μm∕ms can be seen in Fig. 5C (N � 10 averages) with a
40 Hz sinusoidal magnetic field applied. The magnetic field
was produced by current directed through a coil wrapped
around the shaft of the needle ∼2 cm from the needle tip.
Background images were produced with identical streak param-
eters and no applied field. At the 5 pixel/ms streak rates, each
pixel spanned a minimum of 200 μs. Since the smallest tem-
poral feature must span at least two pixels to be resolved, based
on the Nyquist sampling criterion, the maximum temporal res-
olution the system achieved was 400 μs following the Nyquist
criterion. The vertical striations in Fig. 5C above and below the
bright needle tip can be attributed to the sinusoidal field from
the coil and needle field interacting with the NV centers. In
Fig. 5B, the needle field is seen as a positive change in the fluo-
rescence contrast, while the solenoidal field yields a negative
contrast distant from the needle, likely due to the opposite ori-
entation of the field lines.

A profile plot of the electromagnet path seen in Fig. 5D was
created by plotting the intensities along a Manhattan trajectory

represented by dashed horizontal yellow lines where the hori-
zontal rows cross through the centroid of each bright region in
Fig. 5C. A bandpass filter with 20 and 60 Hz corner frequen-
cies was used with a sampling rate equal to the streak rate to
reduce high-frequency noise components. The increase in fluo-
rescence contrast resulting from the needle field is roughly 5%,
while the solenoidal field has a negative 3% contrast. The total
contrast falls within the ∼10%maximum possible contrast seen
in Fig. 4. The beam profile used was approximately Gaussian as
verified by the fluorescence intensity profile on the NV sensor.
Spatial fluorescence variations could be observed that are likely
attributable to beam hot spots and differences in NV density.
These variations result in pumping efficiency changes along the
image of the slit. The absolute fluorescence contrast found
while performing a frequency sweep was ∼10% near the center
of the laser spot but reduces by as much as 10% (∼9% absolute
contrast) near the top and bottom of the slit. Despite this de-
crease in absolute fluorescence contrast, the fluorescence con-
trast difference (∼5% difference) generated by needle magnetic
field fluctuations seen in Figs. 5C and 5D does not appear to
show a significant change from the top left corner of the streak
to the bottom right corner owing to the pixel-wise normaliza-
tion of the signal streak image to the background streak image.

Fig. 4. Optimization and magnetic sensitivity analysis to demonstrate proper NV function as a magnetometer during optical streaking.
(A) ODMR plot of the average intensity across each streak as a function of RF from 2830 to 2910 MHz acquired with an ∼10 μm slit width
(N � 200 averages). Zeeman peak splitting of 17 MHz can be observed corresponding to the DC bias field from a neodymium magnet. (B) Profile
plot of the average fluorescence contrast across a streak image calculated at 2874 MHz (N � 200 averages), indicated by the dashed vertical red line
in (C). (C) Optical streaking under a spatially uniform 40 Hz magnetic field (N � 1) shows optimal RMS intensity roughly at the steepest tangents
to the ODMR curve. The RMS amplitude of the intensity profiles at each RF was calculated using Eq. (1). (D) Average RMS intensity acquired from
kymograms (N � 100 averages) while decreasing the coil driving voltage shows linear field sensitivity down to around 10 μT. Error bars represent
standard deviation from the mean.
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The SNR across the slit also decreases by a factor of two near
the edges of the slit. Increasing the beam power or providing
flat illumination can compensate for the lack of pump effi-
ciency; however, increased power broadening could also
decrease sensitivity [32]. A heat sink may also be required
to compensate for increased thermal noise [20]. A frequency
of 39.7� 1.2 Hz was calculated using the average interval be-
tween the profile plot peaks and troughs as determined by a
peak finding algorithm (MATLAB).

C. Future Direction and Applications
We have demonstrated optical streaking magnetometry with a
maximum temporal resolution of ∼400 μs, which could be
doubled by imaging at a reduced SNR without 2 × 2 pixel bin-
ning. The minimum detectable magnetic field strength of
10 μT may be improved by using a stronger bias field to sep-
arate the four tetrahedral NV orientations, thereby eliminating

ambiguous fluorescence modulations from superposition of
spin states and making the Lorentzian transitions sharper.
Since the streaking mechanism is independent of the camera,
higher sensitivity could be achieved by upgrading to a camera
with improved read noise, thermoelectric cooling, and electron-
multiplying (EM) gain. Optical streaking will provide an in-
crease in the temporal resolution; however, high magnetic field
sensitivity will be limited by the detector quantum efficiency,
fill factor, and full well capacity [17]. As is, the maximum
achievable SNR is also limited by the presence of background
signal from different time points as the image of the slit streaks
across the detector. Detector cost will still necessarily scale with
the sensitivity requirements of the project, as there are few de-
tectors that can achieve high sensitivity and low noise at kHz to
MHz frame rates.

The maximum spatial extent for the optical arrangement in
Fig. 2 is limited to 120 μm owing to the choice of optics and

Fig. 5. Demonstration of magnetic field intensity plots obtained by optically streaking an electromagnetic needle moving laterally across the NV
diamond sensor and validation of needle size. (A) A 50% transparent image of a 1951 USAF resolution test target was registered with an image of the
needle such that the tip was adjacent to the horizontal bars of group 3 element 3 with a known width of 49.61 μm. (B) Magnetic field profile near the
electromagnet imaged with the slit open and the needle stationary quantified by the change in fluorescence contrast from the background streak. A
vertical dashed yellow line indicates the slice of the image captured by the narrow slit. The magnetic field intensity drops off sharply as the sharpened
tip of the electromagnet recedes from the NV sensor that supports the ∼50 μm diameter measured in (A). A kymogram in (C) shows 200 ms of a
5 pixel/ms streak rate acquisition of the electromagnet moving at ∼1 μm∕ms from top to bottom. The kymogram displays spatial information about
the needle transit across the vertical axis and temporal information along the horizontal axis. Intensities represent relative changes in the fluorescence
contrast as the needle is modulated with a sinusoidal field. Vertical striations in (C) are produced by a 40 Hz field modulation. (D) Bandpass filtered
profile plot following the electromagnet centroid trajectory, represented by the yellow dashed lines in (C), demonstrating a measured frequency of
39.7� 1.2 Hz taken as the reciprocal of the average time between wave peaks and troughs.
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use of small (5 mm) two-axis galvo-scanner mirrors. Here the
term spatial extent refers to the width of each streak to avoid
confusion with the term field of view, usually reserved for spa-
tial images. A single-axis large form factor mirror or a modifi-
cation of the optical train could increase the spatial extent by a
factor of up to 2.5 for the camera sensor that was used. System
timing may need to be adjusted to account for changes in
mirror inertia for larger galvo-mirrors [33]. While the current
setup is limited to producing 2D kymograms, push broom ras-
ter scanning could be added to produce image stacks by trans-
lating either the mechanical slit or the sample for repeatable
events [34].

While temporal resolution is governed primarily by the
streak rate and slit width, both parameters are physically con-
strained by the available NV fluorescence emission. Using a
sensor with a greater NV density would exhibit increased pho-
ton emission, allowing faster streak rates. It should be noted
that faster streak rates would improve temporal resolution while
decreasing the sequence duration. Compensation for shorter
sequence duration could be made by adopting a large area sen-
sor or wide aspect ratio sensor with the same pixel size but more
pixels spanning the streak. The collection efficiency could also
be increased with a higher-NA oil immersion objective, since
the high refractive index of diamond results in modest losses at
the NV–air boundary [35]. The magnetic field was acquired
under continuous RF and optical stimulation without active
or passive magnetic shielding, and no attempt was made to op-
timize RF antenna coupling to the NV.

This design has many potential applications where transient
magnetic events can be isolated to a single spatial axis. Recent
advances in NV sensors have resulted in sensitivities as low as
15 pT∕

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
, which allows action potentials to be measured in

living organisms [10]. There is considerable interest in deter-
mining the signal contributions that different neural regions
have on the overall signal, e.g., axonal segments, axon hillock,
and nodes of Ranvier [36]. As of yet, transient behavior from
propagating signals has not been captured because action po-
tential durations are of the order of milliseconds and sensitivity
requirements are quite restrictive [19]. By orienting neurons
with respect to the slit, the proposed optical streaking method
may be able to solve the temporal resolution problem, moving
us closer to capturing action potential propagation free from
interference caused by fluorescent dyes. Streaked magnetic field
imaging could also be used to evaluate high-speed signals in
transmission lines designed on PCBs [21].

While NV magnetometry is a spin projection limited tech-
nique, sensitivity is heavily influenced by photon and technical
noise sources, e.g., laser intensity, temperature, and mechanical
vibrations. Pulse NV interrogation protocols, such as Hahn
echo or dynamic decoupling, can be implemented for higher
sensitivity for narrow bandwidth AC magnetic fields [2,37].
Such techniques can readily be combined with optical streaking
systems to greatly improve magnetic sensitivity by introducing
a static or time dependent field to average environmental
interactions to zero [38]. Aside from dynamic decoupling,
common mode rejection (CMR) strategies can also be used
to differentially isolate signals from background fluorescence
[20,39].

While this work focuses entirely on magnetic field imaging,
optical streaking could potentially be applied to localization and
monitoring of active biological processes such as ATPase activ-
ity [40], measurement of fast changing electric fields [41,42],
dynamic relaxometry [43–45], and rapid pressure changes [46].
This technique could also be applied to a wide range of quan-
tum sensors and applications beyond magnetic field imaging.
Several other color centers exist including silicon vacancies
[47], silicon carbide [48], optically addressable molecular spins
[49], and upconversion particles [50,51].

This technique was primarily motivated by its capability to
be readily extended to full 3D video acquisition by utilizing
compressed sensing techniques with potential frame rates of
1.5 Mfps [52]. A translating magnetized needle tip was chosen
because it is analogous to video of light pulse propagation
seen in compressed ultrafast photography (CUP) [22]. By
introducing a pseudo-random spatial mask in place of the
mechanical slit, this system should be able to leverage numeri-
cal reconstruction techniques to produce single-shot magnetic
field videos. Using knowledge of the optical streaking forward
model and the addition of a random spatial mask, compressed
3D information can be recovered using inverse reconstruction
algorithms [53,54].

NV diamonds also exhibit an all-optical longitudinal T1 re-
laxation that can detect the presence of paramagnetic species via
the associated change in relaxation rate [43,44,55]. With sub-
microsecond frame rates reported by Liu et al., it could be pos-
sible to acquire changes in fluorescence during T1 relaxation,
since relaxation rates in air can exceed 1 ms [52].

4. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated an optical streaking NV magnetometer
capable of capturing magnetic fields with micro-scale spatial
extent and ∼400 μs temporal resolution. In validating this sys-
tem, we observed sensitivity to 40 Hz sinusoidal magnetic fields
down to 10 μT and captured the spatial transit of an acid
etched electromagnetic needle with an applied 40 Hz magnetic
field at streak rates of 110 μm/ms at the camera sensor. We
propose that this system has the potential to capture dynamic
magnetic field events that can be isolated to a single spatial axis
including action potential propagation as well as transient
transmission line signaling. Future work will attempt to pro-
duce high-speed dynamic magnetic field video through com-
pressed optical streaking strategies.
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